Dear Mr. Greenewald:

Records responsive to your request were previously processed under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Below you will find informational paragraphs relevant to your request. Please read each item carefully.

☑ A search of the Central Records System maintained at FBI Headquarters indicated that records responsive to your request have been sent to the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). Since these records were previously processed under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, we are providing you a copy of the previously processed documents.

Please be advised if this release of previously processed material does not satisfy your information needs for this request, you may make a request to NARA at the following address, using these file numbers as a reference: 100-HQ-424820-A, 100-HQ-50869, 94-HQ-3-4-11-737, 100-LA-59001

National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, MD 20740-6001

☑ A search of the Central Records System maintained at FBI Headquarters indicated that records responsive to your request were destroyed. Record retention and disposal is carried out under supervision of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Title 44, United States Code, Section 3301 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1228; Title 44, United States Code, Section 3310 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1229.10. Since these records were previously processed under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, we are providing you a copy of the previously processed documents.

Enclosed are 52 pages of previously processed documents and a copy of the Explanation of Exemptions. This release is being provided to you at no charge.

Please be advised that additional records potentially responsive to your subject may exist. If this release of previously processed material does not satisfy your information needs for this request, you may request an additional search for records. Submit your request by mail or fax to – Work Process Unit, 170 Marcel Drive, Winchester, VA 22602, fax number (540) 868-4997. Please cite the FOIPA Request Number in your correspondence.

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S. C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010). This response is limited to those records subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist.
For questions regarding our determinations, visit the [www.fbi.gov/foia](http://www.fbi.gov/foia) website under “Contact Us.” The FOIPA Request Number listed above has been assigned to your request. Please use this number in all correspondence concerning your request.

You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP’s FOIA online portal by creating an account on the following web site: [https://www.foiaonline.gov/foiaonline/action/public/home](https://www.foiaonline.gov/foiaonline/action/public/home). Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at 877-684-6448, or by emailing ogis@nara.gov. Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov. If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.” Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy  
Section Chief,  
Record/Information Dissemination Section  
Information Management Division

Enclosure(s)
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(b)(1) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding;

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056;

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.
September 3, 1970

BY LIAISON

Honorable Alexander P. Butterfield
Deputy Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Butterfield:

Reference is made to your name check request concerning some other individuals.

Attached are separate memoranda concerning the following individuals:

Walter Knott

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Enclosures (7)

1. Mr. Gale - Enclosures (sent direct)
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whose address you advised presently is Knott’s Berry Farm, Buena Park, California, have not been the subjects of an investigation conducted by the FBI. However, our files reveal the following information which may relate to Mr. Knott.

In 1964, Walter Knott, owner of Knott’s Berry Farm, Buena Park, California, was said to have operated a Freedom Center for the previous four or five years, the purpose of which was to educate people to the dangers of communism. Mr. Knott maintained an extensive library of films and literature which he would make available to any organizations interested in fighting communism. This organization was said to be well financed and considered effective in its efforts. (94-5910-7)

In 1966, Walter Knott was said to have supported for many years organizations distributing anticommunist literature and related material. As of May, 1962, he headed an organization known as the California Free Enterprise Association which was headquartered at Knott’s Berry Farm. As of June, 1966, the Walter Knott Branch of the Americanism Educational League was located at Knott’s Berry Farm. The headquarters of the Americanism Educational League was at 3141 West Century Boulevard, Inglewood, California.

In February, 1967, pamphlet material was distributed in California identifying Walter Knott as a trustee of Constructive Action, Incorporated, which was described as a nonprofit corporation providing the American public with educational materials exposing socialist and communist inroads in our American institutions. (62-110720-1220-1224)

The central files of the FBI contain no additional pertinent information concerning captioned individuals.

The fingerprint files of the Identification Division of the FBI contain no arrest data identifiable with captioned individuals based upon background information submitted in connection with this name check request.

NOTE: Per request of Alexander P. Butterfield, Deputy Assistant to the President.
TO:        DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM:      SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-5148) (P)
SUBJECT:   "PROJECT ALERT"
           INFORMATION CONCERNING

On 12/12/61, during the course of the evening session of "Project Alert" (PA) which was held at the Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles, which was televised over the local facilities of television station KTLA, Channel 5, ROB DIX, a PA official and son of former motion picture star RICHARD DIX, read several letters to the entire listening and viewing audience which had been written by Mr. WALTER KNOTT, a militant anticommunist in the Los Angeles area and a supporter of "Project Alert."

Mr. DIX announced the letters had been sent to Governor EDMUND G. BROWN and Attorney General STANLEY MOSK of California and Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY. The letters were all similar in content, and each invited the recipient to speak before one of the sessions of PA.

The letters mentioned that these public officials had spoken out in the past against "extreme rightists." They were invited to appear before any PA session that might fit their schedules in order that they might bring to the attention of the audience the dangers of "rightists" as well as "leftists." During the telecast, it was mentioned that these letters had not been acknowledged.
A news item concerning this session of PA in the "Los Angeles Times" paper of 12/13/61 indicates that Governor BROWN's office in Sacramento was contacted concerning the invitation to him. BROWN's office stated that the Governor's attendance at New York Civil Defense meetings and his heavy schedule prevented his appearance.

Attorney General MOSK, according to the article, said his schedule is made up several weeks in advance and he could not at this late date make arrangements to appear before the group to make an address.

The article included that United States Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY had not answered the letter by Tuesday, 12/12/61.

According to the "Times" article, the invitations were sent out Thursday, 12/7/61, by Air Mail Special Delivery.

At the end of the television program 12/12/61, W. CLEON SKOUSEN, Faculty Director of PA, a former Special Agent, spoke about the Congo situation for a few moments. He asked that letters and telegrams be sent to the three persons who have power to influence United States attitudes toward the Congo: President JOHN F. KENNEDY, Secretary of State DEAN RUSK and United States United Nations Representative ADLAI STEVENSON.

The Los Angeles Office ascertained that letters were also directed to Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office former Special Agent and Los Angeles Police Department to address sessions of PA. Los Angeles also ascertained that does not plan to address any PA sessions but that has tentative plans to address the assembly on Friday, 12/15/61.

News clippings concerning these sessions are being forwarded.

For additional information of the Bureau, contacted the Los Angeles Office this date and
advised he was considering preparing an article concerning some statements made by CLEON SKOUSEN at a session of PA. He stated that SKOUSEN had said that a law should be enacted which would definitely ban the Communist Party (CP) and make it illegal for persons to become members of the CP. He requested that this office furnish him a statement to the effect that there was no need for such a new law since the Smith Act of 1940 covered the situation. He was advised that this office was not in a position to furnish him such a statement or any statement regarding PA.

He advised he understood the Bureau's position and indicated that he would check with the United States Attorney's Office, Los Angeles, and again advised that he was only considering preparing an article.
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Transfer-Call 421
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-new)

RE: AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO FREE CUBA, INC.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-new)

RE: AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO FREE CUBA, INC.

Enclosed are nine copies of a letterhead memorandum dated as above at Los Angeles.

It will be observed that the subject organization is hardly a Cuban organization, only of its and of the being known to this office as Cubans with past activity in the anti-Castro field.

Copy to: CIA/State/RAO-CN/CNI/CSI/ACS
by routing slip for info.
Date................. by............

3-Bureau (Encls. -9) (REGISTERED)
2-Los Angeles
(1-105-6516, Anti-Fidel Castro Activities)
WJM/djhn
(5)

Approved: Sent ______ M Per ____________
Special Agent in Charge
The American Committee to Free Cuba, Inc., National Headquarters, P.O. Box 91, Arcadia, California, mailed a copy of its undated "special newsletter" to the Santa Ana (California) Resident Agency in an envelope postmarked Pasadena, California, on November 27, 1962. This "special newsletter" states as follows:

"U.S. BECOMES CASTRO PROTECTOR!...The recent delivery of a "No Invasion Promise" by President John F. Kennedy has the effect of reducing the United States to the shameful role of a surrendering Nation. This was a Pyrrhic Victory for the United States and whether or not we like it, the Communists have won the first Round...THOSE MISSILES ARE STILL IN CUBA!...Every prediction of our Committee with relation to the events of this crisis have been proven!!!

"THE CUBAN PEOPLE WILL HAVE TO FREE THEMSELVES! ! Already any efforts of the Cuban Underground here in the U. S. are being frustrated by the NO WIN BUT SURRENDER POLICY of the present Administration...By this declaration of President Kennedy and with the support of the armed forces of the United States, unwilling though they may be, the Cubans are in essence FORBIDDEN TO FREE THEIR COUNTRY!

"JUST WHAT IS GOING ON BEHIND THE SCENES IN WASHINGTON? Who is naive enough to believe that Fidel Castro and the Soviet Russians manning those antiaircraft guns down there have changed either their feelings or intentions with regard to the United States?
AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO FREE CUBA, INC.

"GET CASTRO NOW! ... There has never been a more opportune time to clean up this entire Cuban Mess! The Americans and our allies to the South smell a rat in this horse-trading of President Kennedy and his Chosen Advisors.... Something is very wrong in Washington when a stunt such as this is pulled off at Election Time, when the American People are projected into near panic and then dropped with the naive comment that the "Crisis is nearing solution" in Cuba. THE CRISIS IS NOT NEARING SOLUTION IN CUBA! IT IS BECOMING MORE DANGEROUS EACH AND EVERY MINUTE AND THE COMMUNISTS ARE BUYING TIME JUST AS THEY DID IN HUNGARY BEFORE THE SLAUGHTER OF THOSE WHO HAD IN GOOD FAITH NEGOTIATED WITH THEM!

CUBA WILL BE INVADED! If it is not done now it will still be done later whether or not we wish it... and at a greater cost of American Life and Property.... The present attitude of the Administration appears to be 'DON'T WORRY - THEY ARE STILL 90 MILES AWAY FROM US'.... The American Committee to Free Cuba is going to continue the fight!! NOTHING HAS CHANGED IN CUBA AS FAR AS THE DANGER TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE IS CONCERNED AND THE DAMAGE TO THE PRESTIGE OF THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN MULTIPLIED! CUBA WILL BE FREE! HELP US FREE CUBA NOW!

"BLOOD STILL RUNS IN CUBA". Reports leaking out of Cuba indicate that there is an increasing slaughter of non-conformists.... News stories out of Camaguey indicate the execution of 'American' agents of the CIA... these stories may be true... but it is more likely that these executed Patriots are those who are being abandoned by the Kennedy Declaration of NO INVASION. These people have a right to be Free... THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO FREE CUBA is continuing to help these Freedom Fighters despite the present restrictions... HELP WILL GET THROUGH!! Your contributions will enable the Cuban Underground to GET CASTRO!

LOCAL COMMITTEES BEING ORGANIZED! Contact us at Box 91, Arcadia, California for complete instructions... full and complete organizational details will be sent your group and we will advise you as to how you may aid in this, a most vital and necessary activity. PETITIONS ARE BEING PREPARED FOR CONGRESS REQUESTING AN IMMEDIATE ACTION IN
AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO FREE CUBA, INC.

"PERMANENTLY RESOLVING THE CUBAN CRISIS!

"YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED! ..Now, more than ever, we are asking you to send your aid to the Cuban Underground. We KNOW THAT THE HANDS OF OUR ARMED FORCES ARE TIED BY THE KENNEDY "NO INVASION" DECLARATION...but the Freedom and Security of the United States depends on the LIBERATION of Cuba...Send in your contribution tonight or today... TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR US HERE IN THE UNITED STATES!

"NEWS SUPPRESSION...You will not be told the news you are entitled to hear! By Order of President Kennedy, the news sources of the United States will not divulge anything in relation to Cuba! YOUR COMMITTEE PRINTED NEWS OF THE NOW FAMOUS SOVIET BUILDUP IN CUBA LONG BEFORE IT WAS GIVEN OUT by the State Department and the Administration.... THIS IS NOT A SECURITY BLACKOUT OF NEWS....It is a well planned effort to prevent the American People from Knowing the Truth about our failure in Cuba...YOU WILL GET THE NEWS AS IT ARRIVES THROUGH THE UNDERGROUND....And the American Committee to Free Cuba will print it!!! RUSSIA DOES NOT INTEND TO QUIT IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE! American Blood will flow in Cuba before this mess is over...BECAUSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S FAILURE TO ACT...Join the American Committee to Free Cuba Today...Send in your Contribution and give the Cuban Underground a FREE HAND TO A FREE LAND! DON'T WORRY...THEY ARE STILL 90 MILES AWAY....Don't let Kruschev write this as your Epitaph...HELP US NOW!!!

"WATCH FOR THE NEWS DISPATCHES FROM THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE!

"You will be sent them as soon as received!"

The letterhead stationery of the American Committee to Free Cuba, Inc., lists the following members of its Advisory Board and Executive Committee:

Advisory Board: W. Cleophas Skousen, Herbert Philbrick, Matt Cvetic, Walter Knott

Executive Committee: Marion Miller, Col. Fred D. Stevers, U.S.A.F., Ret., Jose Norman, Dr. John R. Lechner
March 30, 1966

Honorable George Murphy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear George:

I have been advised by Mr. DeLoach of your request, on behalf of Mr. Walter Knott, that I speak at the ceremony dedicating the replica of Independence Hall at Knott's Berry Farm on July 4, 1966.

This is indeed an honor and I am most appreciative of this invitation. This project will do much to foster a better understanding of this country's heritage of freedom among all who visit it. While I would like very much to take part in this ceremony, I regret that my heavy schedule precludes my attendance. I am sure you will understand the reason that it is necessary for me to decline. Please convey my regrets to Mr. Knott and my thanks for his extending this invitation to me.

Sincerely,

Edgar

1 - Mr. DeLoach (sent with cover memo)
1 - Mr. Wick (sent with cover memo)

NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Wick memo dated 3-30-66, captioned, "Senator George Murphy, Request for Director to Speak at Knott's Berry Farm, Buena Park, California, July 4, 1966."
Memorandum

TO: Mr. Wick
FROM: M. A. Jones
SUBJECT: SENATOR GEORGE MURPHY REQUEST FOR DIRECTOR TO SPEAK AT KNOTT'S BERRY FARM BUENA PARK, CALIFORNIA JULY 4, 1966

Senator Murphy (R-California) has called Mr. DeLoach's office to request that the Director appear as the main speaker at a televised ceremony which is to be held at Knott's Berry Farm, Buena Park, California, on July 4, 1966. Senator Murphy said this ceremony related to the dedication of an exact replica of Independence Hall which is being constructed at Knott's Berry Farm and which will be dedicated on July 4th.

Senator Murphy stated that Walter Knott, owner of Knott's Berry Farm, has been in contact with him concerning this matter and has indicated he would be greatly honored if the Director would consent to appear as the speaker at this ceremony. Murphy stated that he was extending this invitation on behalf of Mr. Knott and added that the Director's acceptance of this invitation would be an honor for all citizens of California.

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

Knott's Berry Farm is a well-known tourist attraction in Southern California which has various exhibits which relate to the early history of America. Files indicate that Mr. Walter Knott is considered a militant anticommunist who has supported a number of rightist organizations in California. Mr. Knott also operates Freedom Center at Knott's Berry Farm which is concerned with educating the public to the dangers of communism. No unfavorable information concerning Mr. Knott was located in Bufiles.

Enclosure: 1 - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure
(Continued--over)
M. A. Jones to Wick Memo  
RE: SENATOR GEORGE MURPHY

We have had very cordial relations with Senator Murphy and he is on the Special Correspondents' List. It is noted that Senator Margaret Chase Smith, by letter dated March 2, 1965, advised that during a conversation with Senator Murphy, she had learned that, at his request, the FBI made a thorough investigation of his staff members and she desired that the FBI make a similar check of the members of her staff. The Director noted on this occasion that, "Murphy talks too much." Mr. DeLoach subsequently talked to Murphy and told him in strict confidence that he might want to be careful about talking concerning the confidential favors we do for him and the matter concerning Mrs. Smith was outlined to him. Murphy was most embarrassed and stated that this would not happen again.

The "New York Herald" of August 8, 1965, carried an article concerning the Negro riots in Los Angeles which stated in part that Murphy indicated he had received an FBI briefing to the effect that the communist-oriented W. E. B. DuBois Clubs were moving into the Watts district to take advantage of the unsettled situation. Mr. Hoover noted, "This shows we can't afford to give Murphy anything."

Murphy has commented favorably in public concerning the FBI on numerous occasions and has indicated his staunch support for the Bureau.

OBSERVATION:

It is not believed that the Director would desire to take time from his busy schedule to accept this invitation to speak at the ceremony dedicating the replica of Independence Hall at Knott's Berry Farm on July 4, 1966.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent to Senator Murphy advising that Mr. Hoover's heavy schedule precludes him from accepting his invitation.
May 15, 1969

Honorable George Murphy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear George:

I received your letter on May 12th enclosing the copies of letters from

The [text missing] on July 4th is very much appreciated, however, it will not be possible for me to make that appearance. I have written [text missing] that I will be unable to attend and am enclosing a copy of my letter to him.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely,

Edgar

Enclosure
1 - Los Angeles - Enclosures (4)
1 - Miss Gandy - Enclosures (4)
1 - Miss Holmes - Enclosures (4)

NOTE: Senator Murphy is on the Special Correspondents List and is known to the Director on a first-name basis. [text missing] is not identifiable in Bufiles. Knott's Berry Farm is a well-known tourist attraction in Southern California which has various exhibits relating to early history of America. Bufiles indicate Mr. Walter Knott is considered a militant anticommunist who has supported a number of rightist organizations in California.

5 MAY 29 1969
TMG: 320 (9)
May 2, 1969

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Edgar:

I am sure you know of [name redacted] by reputation and I can assure you that if your schedule permitted you to be present at Knott's Berry Farm on July 4 you would find the occasion a fitting tribute to the matchless service you have performed for our country.

I know you will consider [name redacted] invitation and certainly hope you will be present.

Sincerely,

George Murphy
April 21, 1969

The Honorable George Murphy
Suite 452, Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear George:

This letter will be longer than I care to write, but the matter is, we think, of such importance to necessitate giving you the background as well as the current plans.

First, I believe I should state the problem -- how to get J. Edgar Hoover to make a personal appearance in Orange County on July 4th of this year.

On the fourth of July in 1966, Mr. Knott opened to the public the first full-scale, exact brick-by-brick reproduction of Independence Hall. Each year since that time, we have presented an award, which we named the Richard Henry Lee Award in honor of the man who did most of the actual writing of the Declaration of Independence, to an individual who by their actions, lives, both past and present, personified the thought embodied in this great document.

The first award was given in 1967 to General Curtis E. LeMay, who, at that time, had never been involved in any partisan political efforts.

The second year, the award was given to ____________ and for the example that she was and is to the youth of our country.

This year, we would like to present this award to J. Edgar Hoover.

Governor Ronald Reagan has graciously agreed to be present, and the Philadelphia Historical Society

ENCLOSURE

OWNED AND MANAGED BY THE KNOTT FAMILY SINCE 1920

84-62 028-2
in Pennsylvania is coordinating their program with ours here on the West Coast. At the present time, we hope to have this on a national television hookup. The governors of every state have been contacted, asking them to join within their own states with a suitable program culminating at the same time across the nation with the ringing of bells at 2:00 p.m., Eastern daylight saving time (11:00 a.m., Pacific daylight saving time).

George, I think you know the climate of Orange County and just how much the people in our county love and respect Mr. Hoover. I realize that he is endeared in many other places, but I doubt that there is any spot in the nation where he is so revered as right here. We have never had the opportunity to show Mr. Hoover this appreciation; and, while I realize that he makes very few public appearances, it is our sincerest prayer that he would make an exception in this case.

We understand that you are as close to his ear as anyone within the nation's Capitol; and, rather than write directly to him, we thought it better to go through you since you do know and can better communicate to him the mood, the climate, and the people than we could in a letter.

The program is scheduled to start at 10:30 a.m., and it will conclude at 11 o'clock. There will be a pre-program of approximately one-half hour and a post-program of approximately an equal length.

We, naturally, are prepared to pay any and all expenses; and Mr. and Mrs. Knott would like very much to have Mr. Hoover as their personal guest for lunch, a tour of the "Farm," dinner, and for whatever time he could spare.

If you feel this is too much of an imposition to ask you to make this contact, please feel free to let us know.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

FHW:mb
The Honorable George Murphy  
Suite 452, Senate Office Building  
Washington, D. C. 20510  

Dear George:  

In regards to the invitation to J. Edgar Hoover, it was completely inexcusable of me not to point out that this program is more or less jointly sponsored by the American Legion, Disabled American Veterans, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the Boy Scouts as well as the local clergy and other patriotic societies. It is in no way a commercial venture of the "Farm," and the Marine Corps Band is scheduled to be here. These facts might very well make a difference in Mr. Hoover's decision.  

Thank you again for whatever you can do.  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]  

P.S.: Incidentally, [Name] has also sent his acceptance to be a part of the program.
TO DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-66391) (RUC)
SUBJECT: SAN DIEGO PATRIOTIC SOCIETY RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)

Re San Diego airtel to Director, 12/11/64.

The files of the Los Angeles Office contain no pertinent identifiable derogatory information concerning any of the organizations listed in referenced San Diego airtel.

The following is submitted concerning the Freedom Center, Knott's Berry Farm, listed on page two of referenced airtel. The Freedom Center includes several independent organizations which rent offices in a building at Knott's Berry Farm, Buena Park, California. These independent organizations are:

(1) Americanism Educational League, Inc. (Walter Knott Branch). Letterhead of the Americanism Educational League indicates it was established in 1927 as a patriotic service foundation incorporated under the laws of California. It is self-described in its literature as concerned with patriotism and education relating to the dangers facing this country. The League has available a large library of books, films and speakers.

Approved: 55  Sent M Per
70 JAN 5 1965
(Bufile 62-103045). The "American of the Year Award" was accepted by the SAC of the Los Angeles Office in behalf of the Director at the 38th Annual Foundation Dinner of the League on 10/28/64.

WALTER KNOTT, Knott's Berry Farm, is indicated as a Vice-President of the League and (Bufile 100-408249).

(2) California Free Enterprise Association, Inc. This organization was founded by WALTER KNOTT, and It maintains a library of books, tapes and films and published a bulletin dealing with phases of the free enterprise system.

(3) Libres Foundation, Inc. This foundation places patriotic books in supermarkets, disseminates educational material, and operates a "book-of-the-month" type of rental library.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (94-191)(C)

SAN DIEGO PATRIOTIC SOCIETY
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOUR)

Re San Diego airtel 12/9/64.

Reference is made to the enclosure forwarded to the Bureau with referenced airtel, which enclosure sets forth the names of the organizations participating in the award.

Enclosed herewith for the San Francisco and Los Angeles Divisions is one verifaxed copy of referenced San Diego airtel dated 12/9/64.

Furnished the following characterizations of the listed organizations:

- Freedoms Foundation

Originated about 10/1/64 San Diego, California
which he calls Freedoms Foundation. The purpose is for the "Fighting of communism" through speakers, literature, and making available a meeting place in San Diego. Stated to date this organization has "not got off the ground", but he feels it does have potential inasmuch as it is financially able to carry out his intended program.

The Liberty Bell Magazine

A publication printed by The Liberty Bell Corporation of San Diego, California, which publication is printed monthly and approximately 5,000 copies mailed throughout the United States. The publication has been printed and distributed for the past 2\frac{1}{2} to 3 years. The purpose of the publication is to disseminate anti-Communist information. The organization is made up of volunteers and is subsidized through advertising space sold in the magazine. The Liberty Bell Corporation and until recently was employed as a

San Diego Patriotic Society

The San Diego Patriotic Society was organized in 1960 and consists of the group. This organization consists of approximately 150 individuals and the purpose of the group is to disseminate information through publications and speakers primarily in the anti-Communist field.

Freedom Center - Knott's Berry Farm

Operated by WALTER KNOTT, owner of Knott's Berry Farm, Buena Park, California. The organization has been in operation the past 4 to 5 years and its purpose is to educate people in the dangers of communism. KNOTT maintains an extensive library of films and literature which he makes available to any organizations interested in fighting communism. The organization is well financed and is considered effective in its efforts.

American Travel Times Magazine

A publication printed by GARNER E. DICUS of San Diego, California. described as a dedicated, well-meaning
individual, but lacking in judgment on how to tactfully approach the anti-Communist movement, [stated has been in

he is not aware of the date of origin of the American Travel Times Magazine nor the extensiveness of its distribution.

Territorial Enterprise Newspaper

advised this newspaper is strictly conservative and is printed in Northern California (city unknown). He believes [writes a column for this newspaper.

It is recommended that careful consideration be given by the Bureau before the Director agrees to accept this award. These organizations and the personnel directing them are ultra-conservative and unhesitatingly aligned with the far right wing; furthermore, neither the organizations nor any of their officers have national stature and are operational principally in Orange and San Diego Counties in Southern California.

LEADS

SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES

Should check your indices and furnish any pertinent characterizations on the above organizations to the Bureau.
Memorandum

TO: Mr. Wick

DATE: 1-23-67

FROM: M. A. Jones

SUBJECT: CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION, INC., LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA. DESIRE TO DISTRIBUTE COPIES OF "MASTERS OF DECEIT"

Reference is made to letter of 1-11-67, advising that Constructive Action plans to distribute a minimum of 100,000 copies of "Masters of Deceit" to high school juniors and seniors, conducting a $15,000 contest on the book.

This letter indicates that the group would like the publisher to print 51 questions in the back of the book, 25 of the true-false type, 25 multiple choice, and an essay. The students will compete for scholarships and prizes totaling $15,250. A copy of the question material is also enclosed.

DATA IN BUFILES ON CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION AND ITS OFFICIALS:

Bufiles reflect friendly correspondence with Constructive Action which is self-described as endeavoring to provide the American public with educational materials concerning threats to our institutions posed by socialist and communist ideologies. The corporation was formed in March, 1963. The group has in the past recommended "Masters of Deceit" to the reading public. A form letter in Bufiles requests contributions so that students can receive anticommmunist books; "Up From Liberalism" by William Buckley and "Masters of Deceit" are among the books listed as being distributed by the group.

Enclosure

REC-71 62-918729 78 1-78

Continued - Over
M. A. Jones to Wick Memo
RE: ___________________________

MEMBER OF SUBJECT ORGANIZATION

We have had considerable cordial correspondence with him in connection with his group's activities; he has furnished the Bureau various books and has been given material. Since Bufiles revealed that

discreet inquiry to determine relationship, if any, with correspondent.

San Diego teletype, 1-20-67, advises that ___________________________ is not identical with correspondent and appears to have no relationship with him.

WALTER KNOTT, Knott's Berry Farm, is a trustee. He is a militant anticommmunist and operates a Freedom Center at his farm to educate the public of communist dangers. In 3-66, Senator George Murphy, California, requested that Mr. Hoover appear at a ceremony at Knott's Berry Farm; Murphy stated he was extending the invitation on behalf of Mr. Knott. The Director declined and asked that his regrets be conveyed to Mr. Knott.

He is on the Special Correspondents' List; by letter of 12-19-66, the Director thanked him for sending us his News Bulletin.

The only reference identifiable with him in Bufiles is that ___________________________. The only reference identifiable with him in Bufiles is that _________________. There is no other information identifiable with him in Bufiles, other than affiliation with captioned group.

OBSERVATIONS:

The distribution of "Masters of Deceit" to high school students is, of course, most desirable, and it is felt we should offer no objection to this project. The questions ___________________________ indicates he would like to have answered in the book are strictly based on the book's contents and are not objectionable. It is also noted that SAC, San Diego, by teletype of 1-20-67 recommends that the Bureau favorably consider cooperating with the group in this project. ___________________________

RECOMMENDATION:
See next page.
RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent

[Signature]

I am advised of

World Company
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DO NOT DESTROY

USE CARE IN HANDLING THIS FILE

Transfer-Call 421
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-DEAD)

SUBJECT: ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES (ORA)
POST OFFICE BOX 51
GARDEN GROVE, CALIFORNIA

INFORMATION CONCERNING: INTERNAL SECURITY

Re: Los Angeles airtel 10/10/61 entitled "Information Concerning...."

Attached for Bureau's information are two copies of "The Truth About the American Civil Liberties Union" (ACLU), a twelve page booklet published by the captioned group.

Los Angeles indices show nothing identical with captioned ORA.

C - Bureau (Enc's)
2 - New York (Enc's)
4 - Los Angeles 62 - 107379 (ACLU)
1 - 100-3887 (ACLU)

TWC: GAM

(9)

66 NOV 8 1961

Approved: ___________________ Sent: ______ M Per: ______

Special Agent in Charge
The CFEA is an organization, anti-communist in character, of which the prominent figure is WALTER KNotts, Proprietor of Knotts Berry Farm, a successful tourist attraction in the environs of Los Angeles at Buena Park, California.

A single copy of referenced booklet is furnished New York (OO) in the Cominfil ACLU case for information.

One copy of instant booklet is retained in captioned file LA section.
Enclosures to the Bureau (2) from Los Angeles (62-DEAD)

ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
POST OFFICE BOX 51
GARDEN GROVE, CALIFORNIA

LA airtel dated 10/25/61

2 booklets entitled "The Truth About The ACLU"
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU
OF
INVESTIGATION

HEADQUARTERS

FBIHQ INVESTIGATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE FILES

DO NOT DESTROY

FOIPA # 1055282

Transfer - Call 3421
Use Care in Handling this File

MATERIAL MUST NOT BE REMOVED FROM OR ADDED TO THIS FILE
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-106826)  
DATE: 7/17/61
FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-4943)  
SUBJECT: CITIZENS UNITED FOR AMERICA (CURA) INFO CONCERNING EX-?
observed that during the period
and he had an opportunity
to observe the inner workings of the California Democratic Council. became so disgusted with the operations of this Council, including the communist infiltration of this Council, its platform, etc., he decided to do everything in his power to expose this Council and subsequently has become an avowed enemy of both

stated that the C U A is sponsored by such
individuals as
WALTER KNOTT, head of Knott's Berry Farm; and
and member of

noted that provides
an anti-communist newspaper, "Americans On Guard," and it is quite likely that the staff of "Americans On Guard" will soon occupy premises at 3025 West 7th Street, Los Angeles, a current location of the CU A.

Two copies of the May-June, 1961 edition of "Americans On Guard" are enclosed for the Bureau's information.

stated that has plans to
as "Rise of Castro," which will probably be endorsed by HCUA and which, in all probability, will contain an introduction by

noted also that anticipates
on the subject, "Should We Recognize Red China?" which will also bear the endorsement of the HCUA. Other plans by include the television program to feature a "Meet the Press" type interview between local newsmen and

CONF. INF.
was reported to be currently building a library of anti and pro-communist literature and has obtained the files of WARD BOND, recently deceased motion picture and television star, who took an active part in the fight against communism in the motion picture industry.

continued that had installed a nation-wide teletype machine in his office and was using a $1,500. duplicating machine, which was furnished to him by WALTER KNOTT. stated that the newspaper, "Americans on Guard," cost approximately $2,250. to publish each month and that this expense was being covered by money furnished by

added that is organizing a speaker's bureau and thus far has made available for local speaking engagements. has also expressed a desire to provide employment for individuals who have served the FBI or

following cited the employment of who is currently a member of office staff.

concluded by saying that in his opinion, was a sincere, loyal American desirous of waging an unceasing fight against communism and in particular against the communist infiltration into the Democratic Party in California.

The following background information concerning was furnished by

Los Angeles County Registrar of Voters

born in Massachusetts, registered Democrat on 2/1/57, first registration in the State.
LA 62-4943

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power  Born in MASS.

This account transferred from  Signed for service on 9/16/60.

Spouse  Occupation -

Cancelled files of Los Angeles City Department of Water and Power reflect  Signed for service on 4/30/56, at which time he listed employment as

Business card of  indicated offices

Another business card indicated employment as the

California, requested her identity be kept confidential, and advised SA as follows on 6/20/61:

served as a member of the John Birch Society.

during the approximate period of resigned. During this period self-described as a Conservative Republican, became disenchanted with the manner in which and concluded that due to on the John Birch Society, he would bring a stigma

lengthy report for the John Birch Society, a copy of which is being retained in the Los Angeles Office. This report is briefly summarized as follows:
LA 62-4943

During the latter part of [_________], learned of a group known as "Democrats United for America," which group had an opening for [_________].

and a member of the John Birch Society, who referred [_________] in talking to [_________].

was convinced that [_________] was an honest Democrat, who was loyal to the United States, and sincerely interested in cleaning up the subversive elements within the Democratic Party. She accordingly agreed to [_________].

During [_________], detailed his plans to [_________], an organization of DUFA and CUFA. [_________] informed [_________] that he had seen the communists working in the California Democratic Party ever since [_________].

and added that [_________] would clear out these communists [_________] if he had the necessary funds. He added that [_________] would do what no other organization or person had ever done; that is, "expose and name communists."

[_________] was critical of the HCUA and other patriotic groups in the Los Angeles area, which he claimed were "self-serving." He stated that the main aim of his plan was to thwart the communist menace by getting rid of it in the "political arena," and noted that no such attempt had ever been made before. His plan included the purchase of [_________] which he would take on the road and [_________].

In addition, he planned to secure a lecture room in order to provide lectures for college students with the assistance of Professors and others. [_________] was of the opinion that this plan would take a year to achieve if sufficient funds could be obtained. At the end of the year he planned to return to politics and, if necessary, someone else would carry on the work in the event it was not finished.

During October, 1960, a meeting was held in Altadena, California, for the express purpose of exposing
Professor LINUS PAULING, noted Physicist and Soviet Apologist, after accepting a speech assignment for this meeting, reviewed considerable background information on and various patriotic groups in the Pasadena and Altadena, California, areas gave considerable publicity to the meeting. During the meeting, however, completely ignored PAULING and instead injected a lengthy talk concerning his plans to work through the "political arena" in order to clear up the communist menace.

During November, 1960, claimed to be a consistent KENNEDY supporter and was extremely pleased with the outcome of the election. On numerous occasions he expressed to [ ] his admiration for President KENNEDY and his wife. Immediately following the election received a telephone call from [ ] of New York City, during which [ ] informed [ ] that he had taken the liberty of sending with a card bearing the names of [ ] According to [ ] this was in frequent telephone contact with although consistently disclaimed any partisan politics since CUFA.

frequently informed [ ] of his but at the close of 1960, he appeared to be getting sizeable contributions from individuals such as [ ] and largely through the efforts of [ ] It was the opinion of [ ] that the original purpose of the CUFA had been considerably changed at the insistence of one or more of [ ] backers, and it was her opinion that [ ] of the HCUA had been and was being somewhat misled.
ENCL:CIUSMENTS TO BUREAU FROM LOS ANGELES
BE: CIVILIAN UNIFIED FOR AMERICA (CUSA)
ENL: CONCERNING:

RECEIVED 6 May 1961. A petition of Americans on that date.

Los Angeles 7116-021-001
71114-012-008

All information contained herein is unclassified.
Date 11-13-66 by SP36770 (A.O.)
ACLU Chief Refuses to Salute Flag

Teacher Fired for Being Former Red

Sam Wellbaum, an admitted Communist from 1946 to 1953, has been fired from the faculty of a high school in Garden Grove. He was one of the 110 California school teachers subpoenaed by the House Committee on Un-American Activities in 1950 but was not called to testify because the hearings were later cancelled.

Wellbaum admitted his party membership in May 1956 at a closed session of the school board. During the following months, Wellbaum threatened to continue his publicizing of the party and the school board announced that he would be suspended from his teaching duties if he continued to make such statements.

William's testimony before the school board was significant. He said that it is generally true that the Communist Party of the United States is controlled by the Kremlin. He told how he had joined the UCLA cell while a student there and then of having kept his membership after he graduated and began teaching.

Portions of the transcript of his hearing testimony to the school board will be printed in future issues of Americans On Guard.

ACLU Member in 3-1 Loss at Polls

Audience in Walk Out

"ACLU Member in 3-1 Loss at Polls"

"Audience in Walk Out"

"In a recent meeting in Orange County, Lloyd M. Smith, Southern California president of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), refused to salute The American Flag."

The meeting was held at the Red Cross Hall in Buena Park. "Following a short statement that took place during the meeting, a woman in the audience asked this question: You call yourselves American Civil Liberties Union, I see no American Flag on your banner, why didn't you salute it?"

Floyd Smith: Well, that's an interesting question. There are some people who feel that listening to patriotic music in a certain manner and flag saluting are matters of vital importance. We just don't happen to feel that it is of vital importance. We feel that it is important to have free speech and press without any pressure from any source."

Audience in audience: Then why are you fighting for American liberties?

Lloyd Smith: Well, I think it's perfectly possible to be an extreme patriot and American and still put emphasis on formal attributes similar to saluting the flag. I do it every day and in every place where it is the established custom to do so. Most members of the ACLU do this. But it just happens to be the customary form of the organization at its meetings because we don't think it is desirable to emphasize the purely formal attributes, where you feel that if you salute the flag then you are legal and right and that ends it. We think that it's a much deeper thing than that, and that the formality of saluting a person by doing those in the flag is a bit misleading and that's not the real issue.

New York Committee

NEW YORK — The New York chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has launched a campaign to stop the use of the flag as a symbol of patriotism.

The ACLU's campaign, called "The American Flag: An Inefficient Symbol," seeks to educate the public about the history and meaning of the flag and to promote a more inclusive and respectful approach to its use.

"Inefficient Symbol: An Inadequate Symbol"

"We're not against the flag itself," said ACLU spokesperson John Smith. "But too often we see it used in ways that are insensitive and exclusionary. We want to promote a better understanding of the flag's history and meaning, and encourage a more inclusive and respectful approach to its use."

Smith noted that the flag has been used in ways that are offensive to many Americans, including some who feel that it represents a symbol of oppression or domination.

"We want to make sure that the flag is not used in ways that divide and exclude," Smith said. "We want to promote a better understanding of the flag's history and meaning, and encourage a more inclusive and respectful approach to its use."

Smith added that the ACLU's campaign is not intended to be a call for the abolition of the flag, but rather a call for a more thoughtful and inclusive approach to its use.

"Inefficient Symbol: An Inadequate Symbol"
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Commies Join Crusade for Cuba

Seventeen ACLU Cases Are Now Pending in Courts

The unhappy law suits have been filed by one hundred University and San Francisco State University students in the following suits:...

March in 'Fair Play' Protest

The purpose of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee is to support the Castro government and to encourage an end to the war in Cuba. It was formed in April, 1960 in New York City at 60 E. 40th St. and has active chapters in San Francisco and Los Angeles as well as other cities throughout the nation.

On the West Coast, demonstrations have been held on college campuses and in metropolitan areas.

The chairman of the Los Angeles committee is Martin Hall, a lawyer and writer. The committee chairman is the Rev. Stephen Barnum, pastor of the United Church of Los Angeles.

Both have been arrested by agents of the people's army and were held in jail for several days before being released on bail.

Policemen have warned them not to ignore the law. They have been charged with espionage and sedition.

Cuba Visit Stirs Guest

Robert Williams, negro editor of Salvation Army, is a guest of the University of San Francisco. He is a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and is on a speaking tour of the United States.

He will speak at San Francisco State University on Thursday, April 7, and at California State College at Hayward on Friday, April 8.

He will also visit other colleges and universities in the San Francisco area.

Williams is a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee of Northern California, which was formed in December, 1960.

Editor Says Beating Was Fabricated

John Lea, a 25-year-old former editor of the Student Union, told a police report hearing that he had been attacked in his apartment after an argument with Tom O'Neill, a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.

O'Neill, a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, has been charged with assault and battery.

The committee is composed of ten members, all of whom are former editors of the Student Union.

The committee is composed of ten members, all of whom are former editors of the Student Union.
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"We Were Led by Our Own Convictions..."

..."Peoples World" in Review...

"A street "triumphal" in SF: The "liberation" of the American Civil Liberties Union's members in San Francisco and the battle for freedom of speech and organization in the city. The victory was hailed by the members of the union as a triumph for..."
The State and John Birch

Wilkinson Gets MFSA

Support

The California Chapter of the Methodist Federation for Social Action (MFSA) has anticipated some of the views of John Birch. Mr. Birch, the Attorney General of California, has published views that are potentially inconsistent with the democratic process...

In this letter, a member of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), stresses the importance of maintaining a balance between civil liberties and national security. He argues that Mr. Birch's views are contrary to the democratic process and that it is important to maintain that balance...

American's On Guard

One on the house...

Frank C. Martinez

Editor, American's On Guard

First off, since I have to thank you to those who have written and subscribed, I am happy to see that we are growing in circulation. I am printing 5,000 copies each edition.

Now, about the John Birch Society... if you don't like it, don't join it. And if you are not a member but you are one of the many Crisis Councils, you may suggest that instead of talking against it that you join it. There are 500 such anti-communist and anti-war groups...

For the record, we don't endorse any specific organization, but we do support the cause of all organizations that are fighting communism and are not members of a " hate group."

I don't expect everyone to agree with all of Robert Welch's "statements in the Public". Certainly, one must be able to do the department that one is a member of the IRS.

I am writing to you all about the John Birch Society, a patriotic organization, and I hope that you will write to the IRS and tell them that you support this organization.

Now, Frank, welcome to the world of politics, and I hope that you will continue to write to me and keep me informed of any developments.

The very brave and dedicated anti-communist organizations, such as the John Birch Society, are doing a great job in educating the public about the dangers of communism.

As a result, I have decided to write a letter to Mr. Birch, expressing my support for his organization and the work that they are doing.

I hope that you will consider this letter as a sign of support for your organization.

Finally, I want to thank you for your continued support, and I look forward to hearing from you in the future.

American's On Guard

105 E. 18th St., Costa Mesa

FRANK C. MARTINEZ, EDITOR

12 Issues For $10 Donation
NAZI PARTY NOW IN SOUTHLAND

A branch of the American Nazi Party has evidently been established in Southern California.

The Los Angeles Branch is part of the national organization organized by George Lincoln Rockwell, a fascist whose name has been in the headlines for several years for his activities and his threats to the nation. The Los Angeles Branch is a local chapter of this group.

THE AOG STORY

Since its last issue, Americans On Guard has received many letters from persons saying they would subscribe if they knew more about it. This is a reasonable question and one in the background of our work. We have been publishing Americans On Guard for several years now and our subscribers are growing.

Early this week, a reporter from the San Francisco Chronicle arrived in Los Angeles and inquired about the group of interest. He came to learn about the activities of the group and the person who called himself the leader of the local chapter of the American Communist Party.

Fulton Lewis

Lewis is the name of the leader of the Los Angeles Branch of the American Nazi Party. Lewis is a local chapter of the national organization of the same name.

Lewis has been a member of the Communist Party for several years. He is a member of the local chapter of the American Communist Party in Los Angeles and he is the leader of the Los Angeles Branch.

DILWORTH ACT ON BLOCK

SACRAMENTO - The Dilworths, who have been living in this area, have been living in the area for several years. They are members of the Communist Party and they are organizing the Dilworth Act in this area.

The Dilworth Act is a movement that is being organized by the Dilworths, a member of the Communist Party. The act is designed to bring about social justice in the area.

Commie Party in Calif. Outlined

There are more Communists in California than any other state except New York. Sources within the party say that there are over 2,100 active members of the party in the state, which is about 2,500 in all.

The party divides the nation into districts such as the Rocky Mountain district, the Northern California district, and the Southern California district, etc.

Each district is made up of sections, and each section can be the site of a branch of the party. The party is divided into sections within the Southern California district.

Dassin has been identified by the House Committee on Un-American Activities as a member of the Communist Party.

Freedom Book Film Critic Store Opens

FULLERTON - The Freedom Book Film Store, sponsored by the Orange County Freedom Party, has opened its doors at Fullerton at 123 N. Harbor Blvd.

The book store will carry all publications, books on Communist activities, literature of all kinds, etc.

The store has been established to sell literature of all kinds to the people of Orange County.

The store is open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily except Sunday.

Riot 'Actor' Tries Again

LA JOLLA - A meeting was held in the La Jolla area and in the La Jolla Community Center.

The meeting was sponsored by the combined Democratic Club of La Jolla and the La Jolla Community Center.

The meeting was attended by over 100 people, who listened to the speakers and asked questions.

The speakers were David Ordway, film critic for the Communist Party's publication, People's World, and Senator Robert F. Kennedy, who represents California in the U.S. Senate.

Both Ordway and Kennedy were critical of the American Nazi Party and its activities.

The Riot 'Actor' tried again to make a success of his publication. It is unique among those being published in the U.S. because it concentrates on discouraging information that is intended to persuade the public to support the Nazi Party.

The Riot 'Actor' publication is not read by many people, but instead every man in the audience was asked to subscribe to the publication.

'HEADS UP' Karl Prinzendorf, former FBI agent, visited the Communist Party headquarters in Los Angeles.

Prinzendorf is a former FBI agent who worked in the Los Angeles office of the FBI. He is now working for the government in Europe.

It is definitely possible that you will receive more than one copy of this letter. If you do, please tear it in half and return the other copy to the Los Angeles Communist Party.
How Communists Infiltrate Into Politics

Editor's Note: Infiltration of organizations is a constant threat. The following testimony by Karl Prusin, an ex-Communist, adds more evidence to the seriousness of the problem. Karl Prusin was an editor of the United States Senate

Mr. Prusin: You spoke of the infiltration in political fields. Could you give us some examples of this?

Mr. ARENS: By my testimony as regards Communist infiltration in political fields, I mean the infiltration of the Communist party into the political life of this country. I would like to give you a few political parties to be formed, appointed to facts that are altering concerning attempts Communist party infiltration and the major success of Communists in this political area.

Back in 1922, I was a member of the Communist party, and I was a leader of the Communist party for several years. In my experience, the Communist party is a political party.

I want to point out that this is a city that does not deprive the Communist party of its political goals. The Communist party is not interested in the political life of the country. The Communist party is interested in the political life of the country. The Communist party is interested in the political life of the country.

Mr. ARNEN: Is it possible that you can give us an example of the kind of infiltration by the Communist party in the political field?

Mr. ARENS: I can give you an example. This infiltration of the Communist party began in the California State Senate. The California State Senate is the political organ of the Communist party. In this State Senate, there are many Communist party members and some others who are sympathetic to the Communist party. The Communist party has been able to gain control of the Senate and to control the legislative process in the State Senate.

Mr. ARENS: The infiltration of the Communist party in the political field in the State Senate is an example of how the Communist party is able to exert control over the legislative process.

Mr. ARENS: So, the Communist party is able to exert control over the legislative process in the State Senate. This is an example of how the Communist party is able to exert control over the legislative process in the State Senate.
Top Ten Communists in Southern California

Ten persons comprise the executive board of the Southern California District of the Communist Party, an area that includes all of the state from the Tehachapi Mountains to the Mexican border. There is a good record in this district of recent Communist activities, as shown by the development of the Communist Party in California from the mid-1930s through the 1940s.

The following are the ten persons listed when the executive board was organized:

1. WILLIAM TAYLOR
   - Moved to Southern California about four years ago from Washington, D.C. Was a high functionary in the Washington, D.C. branch of the Communist Party.

2. HEALY, DOROTHY RAY (MRS. PHILIP CONNELLY)
   - Chairwoman of the executive board of the Southern California District of the Communist Party in 1938. In 1939 she was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in California. Was a member of the executive council of the Communist Party in California from 1938 to 1940.

3. CREDUM THOMAS
   - Creed is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

4. CREED, CORNELIUS CHARLES "NEIL"
   - Crowe is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

5. ALFARO, JUAN
   - José Alfredo is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

6. ORLANDO, HENRIQUEZ
   - Orlando is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

7. ALEXANDER, HORACE V.
   - A member of the executive board of the Southern California District of the Communist Party. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

8. DOBBS, ALFRED
   - Alfred Dobbs is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

9. MITCHELL, CHARLES W. (MRS. WILLIAM H. MITCHELL)
   - Charles W. Mitchell is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.

10. LUMBER, GEORGE W.
    - George W. Lumber is a member of the executive board of the Communist Party in Southern California. He was elected to the district council of the Communist Party in 1940. He was a member of the controlling body of the Communist Party in California from 1940 to 1942.
Letters Ask: Who's Editor?

Editor's Note: In reply to inquiries, the following article is a brief biographical sketch of the editor of Americans on Guard. Frank C. Martinez.

Frank C. Martinez, the editor of Americans on Guard is a native of California.

He was born June 1, 1935 in Santa Ana, Calif. His parents were Basilio and Genevieve Martinez, both deceased.

He was reared in the Garden Grove area, where he attended local schools. He was while attending Garden Grove High School that he began his newspaper career as a sports writer for the local paper.

He pursued his journalistic efforts to Fullerton Junior College, and while writing for the college newspaper, he won the University of Southern California's annual "best news story" award.

Martinez quit college to go into newspaper work full-time and was working for The Register, one of the largest dailies in Southern California, when he was called into the U.S. Army by Uncle Sam.

His army career took him to Fort Monroe, N. Y., where he worked as an intelligence officer for the U. S. Army Signal School.

Upon his discharge, he went to work for The Daily News for a short spell before returning to his present job with The Register.

He devotes his non-working hours to editing Americans On Guard.

He and his wife, Clara, a physical education teacher, reside in Santa Ana. They were married last fall.

Of his editorial work, Martinez says, "We're not against communism, but there somebody has to do it. And I figure if any of our daily publications could help the fight against communism and fascism, I'm more than happy to do my share.

Certainly, Martinez is unabated.

SAN GABRIEL, NOT GLENDALE, FIRST TO WARN

American On Guard in the last issue criticized Glendale, Calif. as the first city to adopt an anti-communist resolution. We proofed.

The first city was San Gabriel, California.

Upon adoption by the San Gabriel City Council of the resolution were mailed to 11 cities in Los Angeles County

As the result of the action by San Gabriel 12 additional cities have adopted or are considering the resolution or similar resolutions. These are as follows:

Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, Commerce, El Monte, Downey, El Segundo, Gardena, Inglewood, Lakewood, Monterey Park, Montebello, Pomona, Rowland Heights, Rosemead, San Dimas, Temple City, La Puente, Irwindale, South Pasadena, Sierra Madre and Temple City.

WHAT TO DO

Advertising Campaign Offered

On February 16, 1959, an article appeared in the Los Angeles Times and other local newspapers which mentioned Jack Tenner and Richard L. Rykoff as among those identified by the House Committee on Un-American Activities as the elite corps of 39 Communist Party lawyers in the United States.

The article mentioned that they had been called to Washington, D.C. for the purpose of answering questions.

Press statements released by the committee members included the following:

"Thank you for your interest in our investigation into the activities of the Communist Party. We appreciate your efforts to support the anti-Communist fight.

We cannot discuss the specific allegations made against us, but we wish to make it clear that we are dedicated to the principles of freedom and democracy.

We remain committed to upholding the principles of the Constitution and the rule of law."

This article was printed in the local newspapers.

COMMITTEE ACTIVITY

The committee has been active in investigating the activities of the Communist Party and other alleged Communist front organizations.

In addition to the work done in Washington, D.C., the committee has been working with local chapters to raise funds for their activities.

The local committee has been active in publicizing the need for support and has held several meetings to discuss the situations.

The committee has also been working with local clubs and organizations to raise awareness and support for their cause.

We are grateful for your support and hope you will continue to support us in our efforts to promote freedom and democracy.

CLOSING

Thank you for your interest in our activities. We remain committed to upholding the principles of the Constitution and the rule of law. We appreciate your support in our efforts to promote freedom and democracy.
"The American Soviet Government will become a dictatorship of the proletariat."

"The American Soviet Government will join with other Soviet governments in a world Soviet Union."

"The leadership of the revolution in all its stages will be the Communist Party."

"Under the dictatorship, all the capitalistic parties — Republican, Democratic, Socialist, Progressive, etc. — will be liquidated. The Communist Party will function alone as the party of the toiling masses."

"Likewise, we will dissolve all other organizations that are political props of the bourgeois rule, including chambers of commerce, Rotary Clubs, employers' associations, American Legion, YMCA, and such fraternal organizations as the Masons, Odd Fellows, Elks, Knights of Columbus, etc.

"Religious training will be prohibited."

The above quotes are from the book "Down to Earth America" by William Z. Foster, national chairman of the Communist Party of United States. In his book, he outlines the events that will occur on the day that the Communists take control of the United States government.

May we suggest that you consider the above statements by Foster, as there is contained the blueprint for a totalitarian state with a dictatorship. These quotes by Foster indicate the goal of every Communist in the United States, and suggest the so-called political party for the conspiracy that is really led.

* * *

This advertisement sponsored by
Wilkinson Decision by U.S. Court Reviewed

**Dissecting Opinion**

We agree that there was no violation of Wilkinson’s constitutional rights but the issue is that the Congressional resolution authorizing the Committee does not authorize it to interrogate a person for criticizing its function. It is clear that this case involves nothing more than an attempt by the committee to use the power as a weapon against those who dare to criticize it.

The majority of this court cannot deny that the offense is all but indecipherable in the record and for anyone who will take the time to read it. The record of the Supreme Court shows that it was harassing Wilkinson’s safety by reason of his opposition to the committee.

**IF THERE IS ANY LIMITATION ON THE POWER OF THE COMMITTEE TO SUBPOENA AND COMPULSORY TESTIMONY FROM ANYONE, WHO MAKES IT?**

On this point, the majority of the Supreme Court, relying upon the fact that the Committee held a public hearing and that the Committee was a Communist, and upon a statement by the Committee that it had been sent to Atlanta by the Committee as the majority of the Committee, said: "It is to be emphasized that the petitioner was not summoned to appear as the result of an improper investigation, and that complaints of Wilkinson were presented into the Committee which were helpful to the Committee in its deliberation."

However, the majority does not say why the evidence which the committee is required to produce any information at all as a prerequisite to the exercise of its subpoena power.

FROM THE record, it appears that the committee was required to disregard the petitioner’s testimony is a legitimate Committee hearing. The only evidence before the court that Wilkinson was a member of the Communist Party in that the record is a flat statement by the committee that it was so.

When the fact is not required to be in evidence in evidence in full support of the contention that Wilkinson was a member of the Communist Party, the testimony of the Committee is a material witness. Wilkinson in the case existing around this in the country, the charge that Wilkinson is a Communist is not a material witness. The record says the very fact that the non-existence of the party has not been designated.

**Reds Fight House Bill**

A bill sponsored by Representative Francis E. Walker has passed the House at a hearing from work sessions of long duration without any evidence submitted to the House. The bill to the extent of investigation of subversive activities by federal agencies and offices of the United States.

Harry Bridges, President of the ILGWU, when asked what he thought of the bill replied: "It seems more than any other Jenner meeting that we pay attention to any of our government’s agents or citizens within the country."

Merrin Weinberger of the Socialist Union of the Pacific, when questioned regarding the bill replies: "Anyone who won’t answer should be barred from his job. It is no answer to say ‘You have a chance to be in a witness stand or to be in the forward track of the bill.’"

The "Communist dupe" is the bill, according to the testimony of the Committee. They openly declare that their purpose is to "stop the bandwagon of all existing and potential Communist activities and its central theme to the Communist Party’s resolutions of the American Communist Party."

"Mark."

**Affirmative Opinion**

The Committee is authorized to investigate the extent, character and objects of subversive propaganda activities in the United States, the disclosure within the United States of subversive and un-American propaganda that is instigated from foreign countries or of a domestic origin and that attacks the government as guaranteed by our Constitution and explained therein that would aid Congress in any necessary remedial legislation.

In 1919, the Committee sanctioned a Committee investigating 'The Committee on Un-American Activities in Congress.

The Committee also authorized that the questioning was a violation of the 1st Amendment.'

**Action Quiz**

1. Let a person learn the great and advance of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights.

2. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

3. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

4. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

5. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

6. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

7. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

8. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

9. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

10. "Soldier of Congress and the Committee of its 1st Amendment rights."

**INDIAN**

It is hard to imagine the Committee’s interest in the act of filing a complaint with the Secretary of State. The Committee was not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case. The petitioners were not consulted on the subject of the petitioners in this case.
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